
OUTCOMES AND OUTCOME MEASURES IN HEALTHCARE

CMS uses outcome measures to calculate overall hospital quality. In a report, CMS explained how it arrived at its
hospital star.

For instance, patients, carers and clinical staff may have different views of what outcomes are important, how
you would measure them, and even which were desirable [21] Prospective and repeated measurement of
health status is superior to retrospective measurement of change such as Clinical Global Impressions. Routine
measurement of patient-reported outcomes would also enable a shift to providing goal-oriented care instead of
traditional problem-oriented care. January Learn how and when to remove this template message If attempts
are made to purchase or commission health services using outcomes data, bias may be introduced that will
negate the benefits, especially in the service provider produces the outcomes measurement. Individual
preferences â€” Trading off length of life for quality of life; what weight is given to different aspects of health
Societal preferences â€” Relevant to disease or other characteristics If an intervention is to be introduced there
are different methods for valuing health and often it is quality of life that is measured. History of routine
health outcomes measurement[ edit ] Florence Nightingale[ edit ] An early example of a routine clinical
outcomes system was set up by Florence Nightingale in the Crimean War. Patients seek healthcare because
they want to improve their health outcomes. The methods used to assess performance should be validated, be
reliable, and reflect a patient's perception of the treatment results. The articles in this issue are an important
step in establishing a common set of metrics that can help track progress toward this goal. The forces that have
advanced outcome measurement to the forefront of health care include the shift in payers for health care from
the patient to large insurance companies or government agencies, the movement toward assessing the care of
populations not individuals, and the effort to find value or cost-effective treatments amid rising healthcare
costs. Sometimes the population or group is defined because different outcomes are expected for diverse
people and conditions. At its core was "The common sense notion that every hospital should follow every
patient it treats, long enough to determine whether or not the treatment has been successful, and then to inquire
'if not, why not? Interventions can be direct e. Health outcomes measurement and evidence-based practice[
edit ] Evidence-based practice describes a healthcare system in which evidence from published studies, often
mediated by systematic reviews or processed into medical guidelines is incorporated into clinical practice. The
interventions were nursing and administrative. January Learn how and when to remove this template message
Experience suggests that the following factors are necessary for routine health outcomes measurement an
electronic patient record system with easy extraction from data warehouse. Mountains of evidence document
the validity of these subjective measures. However, to function well these tools must be used with skill and
understanding. This is especially so if the decision is fateful i. The healthcare industry must measure outcomes
to identify which treatments are most effective and provide the most benefit to patients. We can do this by
measuring such things as subjective well-being or function e. In many respects it has served us well, but as
chronic incurable conditions have proliferated, challenges have also surfaced. Health systems can manage
these complexities by taking a closer look at outcome measuresâ€”understanding their definitions and
nuances, reviewing real-world examples, and integrating three essentials for successful outcomes
measurement. For example: The percentage of people receiving preventive services such as mammograms or
immunizations. Disease specific questionnaires can be used e. Then healthcare must help patients optimize
function and reduce symptoms. Avedis Donabedian[ edit ] In a classic paper, Avedis Donabedian , the
renowned public health pioneer, described three distinct aspects of quality in health care: outcome, process
and structure in that order in the original paper. Finally preference based tools such as the EQ-5D -5L can be
used. Frosch, Email: gro. Posted on by hnoble Last week I spent a couple of days in York, England exploring
outcome measurement and valuation for Health Technology Assessment with academics from the Centre for
Health Economics at the University of York. Risk-adjustment methodsâ€”mathematical models that correct
for differing characteristics within a population, such as patient health statusâ€”can help account for these
factors. London: Sage Publications Ltd;  As the science and interest in patient-reported outcome measures
have grown, measures have proliferated, raising some challenges. Process measures can inform consumers
about medical care they may expect to receive for a given condition or disease, and can contribute toward
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improving health outcomes. The technical minutiae and nuances of assessing and measuring the quality of
healthcare can, at times, seem far removed from broad conceptual and philosophical discussions about what
patients want from their healthcare providers. Was the tradeoff that came with the new drug therapy in the
form of side effects really worth it for the patient? Consider this perspective. Kaplan RM. No ideal method
exists to measure outcomes, and the information gathered depends on the reason the outcome information is
required. Different perspectives on outcomes need to be acknowledged. Goal-oriented medical care.
Measurement of health outcomes involves carrying out different measurements including, measurement of
health status before the intervention, measurement of the intervention, and measurement after to try and relate
the change to the intervention.


